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Abstract 60 

Background: Cancer survivorship is frequently associated with severe late effects. 61 

However, research into pediatric cancer survivors on late effects in motor ability, physical 62 

self-concept and their relationship to quality of life is limited.  63 

Methods: Using multiple regression analyses, 78 pediatric cancer survivors and 56 typically 64 

developing children were compared in motor ability, physical self-concept and health-related 65 

quality of life. In addition, mediational multi-group analyses between motor ability 66 

(independent variable), physical self-concept (mediator) and quality of life (dependent 67 

variable) were calculated.  68 

Results: Pediatric cancer survivors had a lower motor ability (gHedges = 0.863), a lower 69 

physical self-concept with regard to several scales of the PSDQ-S (gHedges = 0.318-0.764) 70 

and a higher relative risk for a below average quality of life than controls (RR = 1.44). 71 

Children with a history of cancer involving the central nervous system showed poorer motor 72 

ability compared to those without central nervous system involvement (gHedges = 0.591). 73 

Furthermore, the physical self-concept significantly mediated the relationship between motor 74 

ability and quality of life in pediatric cancer survivors but not in typically developing 75 

children.  76 

Conclusions: Results show the importance of monitoring and supporting the development of 77 

motor ability in the aftercare of pediatric cancer survivors. Physical activity interventions 78 

may be advisable to prevent physical activity-related late effects and potentially improve 79 

related psychosocial variables such as quality of life. 80 

Key words: motor performance, motor functioning, physical fitness, perceived motor 81 

competence, well-being, childhood cancer, pediatric oncology 82 

 83 

  84 
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Introduction 85 

Due to cancer and its treatment, pediatric cancer survivors (PCS) are a vulnerable group at 86 

high risk for late effects 1. Late effects cover a broad range of physical and psychosocial 87 

domains such as skeletal maturation, physical activity levels and self-esteem 1,2. Physical and 88 

psychosocial late effects, which were found to be interrelated in PCS 2, may therefore 89 

contribute to a high burden of disease and a lower quality of life (QoL) 3–5. 90 

In typically developing (TD) children, there is strong evidence that physical activity is 91 

related to mental health and QoL 6–9. Also in child and adolescent cancer survivors, exercise 92 

is increasingly considered important as part of routine cancer care 10. However, it is not only 93 

the physical activity level itself, but also the associated motor competence which seems 94 

critical to promote health trajectories 11–13.  95 

As indicated in Stodden´s (2008) comprehensive conceptual model, the development 96 

of motor competence is crucial in childhood because it enables children and adolescents to 97 

participate in different types of physical activities 13. This assumption is supported by 98 

empirical evidence, linking motor competence (as a mediator) to actual and future physical 99 

activity levels, physical fitness and weight status 12. Furthermore, motor competence is 100 

considered key for successful physical, social and cognitive development 14–17.  101 

However, research has shown that PCS are less physically active and have lower 102 

motor abilities than their peers 18–20. For example, there is evidence for poorer aerobic fitness, 103 

strength, balance, and coordination in PCS 21–23. Such deficits are not only reflected in 104 

objective assessments, but also in subjective reports of performance limitations 24,25.  105 

The physical self-concept, defined as the subjective self-evaluation of one’s physical 106 

attributes in areas of physical ability and appearance, is a hierarchically organized and 107 

multidimensional construct 26. It has been found to be associated with actual motor 108 

competence and to mediate the relationship between actual motor performance and physical 109 

activity 27–32. It has been increasingly investigated because it is related to physical activity 110 
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participation and considered central to health and well-being 33–35. It has, however, not been 111 

investigated systematically in PCS to date 36.  112 

The first aim of this study was to investigate whether motor ability, physical self-113 

concept and QoL is lower in PCS compared to TD children. Against the background of poorer 114 

aerobic fitness, strength and coordination 21–23 in PCS, we expected to detect poorer motor 115 

ability in PCS compared to TD children. Considering the meta-analytical results showing a 116 

lower self-concept in children and adolescents with chronic health conditions 37, and the 117 

results of a recent systematic review indicating a reduced QoL in PCS 4, we expected lower 118 

physical self-concept and QoL ratings in PCS compared to TD children. Related to the burden 119 

of disease, which is highest in survivors of malignancies involving the central nervous system 120 

(CNS) 3, we expected PCS after cancer not involving the CNS (non-CNS) to have better 121 

scores in physical self-concept and QoL than PCS with CNS involvement. The second aim of 122 

this study was to investigate the relationship between motor ability, physical self-concept and 123 

QoL in PCS compared to TD children. We hypothesized that the global physical self-concept 124 

mediates the relationship between motor ability and QoL in PCS and TD children. This 125 

hypothesis is grounded on piecemeal evidence with regard to: a) the conceptual model by 126 

Stodden et al. 13; b) the relationship between the physical self-concept and actual motor 127 

performance in TD children 27–29; and c) the importance of the physical self-concept for health 128 

and well-being 32,33.  129 

 130 

Methods 131 

Design and Procedures 132 

This study includes data of the Brainfit study, a randomized controlled trial (RCT) conducted 133 

in the cantons of Bern and Zurich, Switzerland 38,39. For the current study, background 134 

variables, motor ability, physical self-concept and health-related QoL ratings of the first 135 

measurement point of the RCT were used. Children who did not wish to participate in the 136 
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longitudinal RCT (e.g. because of the time-consuming study design) but agreed to a single 137 

measurement point were additionally included in the current study. Assessments were 138 

conducted in Bern and Zurich. Investigators conducting the assessments were blinded. 139 

 140 

Participants 141 

Participants were recruited at two specialized pediatric university hospitals in Bern and Zurich, 142 

Switzerland. Considering the inclusion and exclusion criteria (described below), a list of 143 

eligible survivors was provided by the Swiss Childhood Cancer Registry (SCCR). Out of 262 144 

successfully contacted PCS, 20 PCS did not meet the inclusion criteria at the time of 145 

recruitment (e.g., relapse), 161 declined to participate (e.g., the travel distance to the study 146 

location was too far, participation required too much effort, current health status, a lack of 147 

interest) and 81 PCS agreed to participate in the current study. PCS who declined and who 148 

agreed to participate did not differ with regard to demographic and clinical variables (see table 149 

S1). For study inclusion, participants had to be aged between 7-16 years and diagnosed with 150 

cancer within the past 10 years, including cancer both with or without CNS involvement (i.e., 151 

brain tumor, spinal cord tumor or leukemia). The cancer treatment (surgery, radiation, and/or 152 

chemotherapy) had to be terminated at least 12 months prior to participation in order to assess 153 

long-term sequelae of childhood cancer. In addition, if the cancer did not involve the CNS, 154 

treatment had to include either radiation or chemotherapy in addition to surgical removal of the 155 

tumor. Survivors with secondary, benign, and malignant tumors were included. Exclusion 156 

criteria were: (a) any unstable health condition, (b) substance abuse, and (c) inability to follow 157 

study procedures. Furthermore, participants and their parents were informed that non-158 

compliance during the study would lead to study exclusion. The data of three PCS were 159 

excluded from analyses (relapse: n = 1, non-compliance: n = 1, language problems: n = 1). 160 

Thus, the final sample size included 78 PCS. In addition, 56 TD children and adolescents 161 

participated in this study. These children were recruited via siblings of the patients (n = 2) and 162 
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through public notice boards. Inclusion criteria were: (a) age between 7 and 16 years, (b) no 163 

history of neurological disease or cancer, (c) no mental or chronic disorders, (d) no 164 

developmental disorders (e.g. autism), (e) unimpaired hearing and vision. Exclusion criteria as 165 

for PCS were applied to TD children.  166 

 167 

Measures 168 

The following background variables were assessed: Age and sex were recorded from 169 

questionnaires. Height and weight were measured with a tape rule and a scale. Information 170 

about socioeconomic status was gathered using an adapted version of the family affluence 171 

scale 40 (as reported by the parents). The family affluence scale consists of four questions 172 

regarding the family wealth (e.g., whether their child has its own bedroom, the number of 173 

family-owned cars etc.). The response format varies from item to item, and points are given 174 

for example for the number of family-owned cars. The sum of the four items ranges between 175 

0 and 9 and constitutes the prosperity index. An acceptable reliability and validity has been 176 

demonstrated 40. Information about physical activity behavior was gathered using an adapted 177 

version of the Physical activity, Exercise, and Sport Questionnaire 41. Parents had to indicate 178 

the frequency and duration of up to three types of exercise that their child regularly engages 179 

in, resulting in an average number of minutes per week. Acceptable psychometric properties 180 

have been demonstrated 41. Nonverbal IQ was assessed using age-based standard scores (M 181 

= 100, SD = 15) of the test of nonverbal intelligence (TONI-4), fourth edition 42. Age at 182 

diagnosis, cancer type, treatment duration, and type of treatment were derived from the 183 

SCCR and in case of missing information verified using clinical records. 184 

Motor ability was assessed using five items of the German Motor Test including 185 

coordination (balancing backwards, jumping sideways) and strength (sit-ups, push-ups, long-186 

jump) 43 and a cycle ergometer test. In the five items of the German Motor Test participants 187 

either have a time limit (jumping sideways, sit-ups, push-ups) or two trials (balancing 188 
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backwards, long-jump), in which their performance is measured. The derived performance 189 

raw scores were subsequently transformed to a standardized (age and gender specific) Z-190 

score (M = 100, SD = 10) using the formula Z = 100 + 10 * 
𝑥 − 𝜇𝜎  . Z-scores range from 70 - 191 

130 and the total score was calculated from the mean Z-scores of the five items applied. The 192 

total score, as well as the coordination and strength score were used for analyses. The 193 

population means and standard deviations of the German Motor Test are based on a 194 

reference population which was representative for Germany, including 4529 German 195 

children and adolescents between the ages of 4 - 17 years 43. According to the test manual, Z-196 

scores of 97.5 and below are considered as below average; scores between 97.5 to 102.5 are 197 

considered as average; scores above 102.5 are considered as above average. For this test, an 198 

acceptable validity (content validity: expert survey; construct validity: exploratory and 199 

confirmatory factor analyses, with acceptable model fit for the latter; criterion validity: 200 

correlation with teacher rating r = .69) and test-retest reliability with a test-interval of eight 201 

days (r = .82) has been demonstrated 43. For aerobic fitness a cycle ergometer test was 202 

conducted using the Godfrey protocol 44 and the aeroman® professional (Aceos, Fürth, 203 

Germany). Because of technical problems with the device, 24.3% of the data was missing. 204 

Therefore, the maximal workload (power in watts), which was not affected by the technical 205 

problems, was used for analyses. In the complete data, a positive relationship between 206 

maximal oxygen uptake and maximal workload was found using Spearman’s rank-order 207 

correlation (r = .87, p < .001). The pattern of results did not change when relative VO2max 208 

was used in the reduced sample.  209 

Physical self-concept was measured using the German version of the short form of 210 

the Physical Self-Description Questionnaire (PSDQ-S) 26,45. This 40-item questionnaire 211 

consists of nine specific component scales (health, coordination, activity, body fat, sports 212 

competence, appearance, strength, flexibility, endurance), as well as of a global physical 213 

self-concept and a global self-esteem scale, which were used for the analyses. A sample item 214 
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is: ”Physically, I am happy with myself”. Answers have to be given on a 6-point Likert scale 215 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Each scale includes the mean of 3-5 216 

items (depending on the scale). A higher score represents a better physical self-concept. 217 

Factorial invariance with an acceptable test-retest reliability with a test-interval of one year 218 

(median of the 11 scales: r = .77), good convergent validity in relation to both time (mean = 219 

.80) and two other physical self-concept instruments (mean rs = .81) and good discriminant 220 

validity (mean rs = .37), has previously been demonstrated 26. 221 

Health-related QoL was measured using the parent version of the KIDSCREEN-10 222 

46,47, which is based on the construct of QoL including physical, emotional, mental, social, 223 

and behavioral components of well-being and functioning. The KIDSCREEN-10 46,47 is a 224 

unidimensional questionnaire consisting of 10 items. Answers are given on a 5-point Likert 225 

scale ranging from not at all to very/extremely (item 1 and 9) and never to always (other 226 

items). For analyses, items were coded so that higher values indicate better QoL and they 227 

were subsequently summed up. Gender and age specific Rasch person parameters (which 228 

were transformed into values with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of approximately 229 

10) were assigned to each sum score. These scores were transformed into a T-score 230 

considering the Swiss reference population and subsequently used for analyses. The Swiss 231 

population mean and standard deviation of the KIDSCREEN-10 are based on a reference 232 

population which was representative for Switzerland, including 1701 Swiss children and 233 

adolescents between the ages of 8-18 years and their parents 48. An acceptable test-retest 234 

reliability (test interval: 4 weeks; r = .70), internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .82), has 235 

previously been demonstrated 46. For convergent validity the KIDSCREEN-10 was correlated 236 

to other validated questionnaires measuring similar constructs finding strong correlations (rs 237 

> .61) with the Youth Quality of Life Instrument-Surveillance Version and the Child Health 238 

and Illness Profile (for further details and the manual see: https://www.kidscreen.org). High 239 
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scores represent a good QoL. According to the manual scores of ≤ 40 are considered as 240 

potentially clinically relevant. 241 

 242 

Statistical analyses 243 

Because of a total amount of missing data of 14.3% in the main outcome variables of the 244 

current study, between-group comparisons were analyzed using a multiply imputed dataset. 245 

Data were imputed in SPSS (5 imputations), applying fully conditional specification 246 

(predictive mean matching) 49. Fully conditional specification was based on all available 247 

variables of the dataset. Reasons for missing data were a) unreturned questionnaires; b) motor 248 

ability assessment could not be terminated because of time constraints; c) one person could 249 

not participate in the motor ability assessment because of a muscle injury. For analyses using 250 

multiple imputed data, pooled parameters are reported. 251 

To compare background variables between PCS and TD children and between PCS 252 

after non-CNS cancer and PCS after CNS cancer, independent t-tests (two-tailed) and 2-tests 253 

were calculated.  254 

For the analyses of dependent variables, multiple regression analyses using Helmert 255 

contrast coding were performed 50. This contrast is an orthogonal analysis, allowing to 256 

investigate the differences between PCS and TD children and the differences between PCS of 257 

non-CNS and CNS cancer. Considering recommendations to present covariate-free results 258 

and the controversial discussion about the “misunderstanding” of analysis of covariance 51,52, 259 

first, covariate free analyses (model 1) were conducted; second, potential confounders (age, 260 

sex, socioeconomic status) were included in the model (model 2). In addition, the relative risk 261 

(RR) 53 for a below average motor performance (≤ 97.5) and a potentially clinically relevant 262 

score in QoL (≤ 40) were calculated by dividing the probability of the event in the exposed 263 

group by the probability of the event in the not exposed group (𝑅𝑅 = 𝑎 / (𝑎+𝑏)𝑐 / (𝑐+𝑑)). 264 
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To test whether a potential relationship between actual motor ability (total score) and 265 

QoL was mediated by physical self-concept, mediation analyses were performed in R 54 using 266 

the lavaan package 55. Motor ability (total score) was set up as independent variable, QoL as 267 

dependent variable and the global physical self-concept as mediator. Maximum-likelihood 268 

estimation with robust (Huber-White) standard errors was used and missing values were 269 

estimated using full information maximum-likelihood estimation. First covariate free multi-270 

group analyses (PCS and TD) were conducted (see figure 1). Second, potential confounders 271 

(age, sex, socioeconomic status) were added to the models (figure S1). Third, since 272 

descriptively the pattern of results did not change between the covariate free and the model 273 

including potential confounders, multi-group analyses were performed to compare estimates 274 

between the two groups using the covariate free model: One model (1) in which the 275 

regressions paths were freely estimated across the two groups, three models (2.1–2.3) in 276 

which a single regression path was set equal (a, b, or c’), three models (3.1–3.3) in which two 277 

regressions estimates were constrained to be equal (a and b, a and c’ or b and c’), and one 278 

model (4) in which all three regression paths were constrained to equality. Model comparison 279 

was made using both model fit indices (CFI, RMSEA, AIC, BIC) and the Satorra-Bentler 280 

scaled chi-square difference tests 56. All path coefficients of the mediation analyses are 281 

presented as standardized estimates.  282 

Hedges g 
57, which is interpreted similar as Cohen’s d, taking into account the pooled 283 

and weighted standard deviation, was reported as an estimation of effect size (small effect 284 

size = 0.2, medium effect size = 0.5, large effect size = 0.8). For multiple regression model 285 

summary, in addition Cohen’s f2 is reported (small effect size = 0.02, medium effect size = 286 

0.15, large effect size = 0.35) 58. Level of significance was set at  = .05 for all analyses. 287 

 288 

Results 289 

Background variables 290 
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Socio-demographic background variables (see table 1) did not differ between PCS and TD 291 

children. On average, survivors of CNS cancer were found to be older at diagnosis and had a 292 

shorter duration of treatment than those after non-CNS cancer (see table 2). These findings 293 

are consistent with incidence rates known from the literature (a proportionally higher 294 

incidence of CNS tumors in age 5-9 compared to age 0-4)59 and with the high percentage of 295 

treatment including only surgery and therefore a shorter treatment duration observed in our 296 

data. Therefore, both variables are inevitably linked to the cancer type and were not included 297 

as covariates for the comparisons of survivors of non-CNS and CNS cancer. 298 

 299 

Comparison of PCS and TD children 300 

On a descriptive level, TD children reached highest average scores in all variables. With 301 

regard to inferential statistics (see table 3 for all dependent variables; table S2 & S3 for the 302 

full regression models), PCS showed a lower motor ability with the largest effect size in 303 

coordination (coordination: gHedges = 0.858; strength: gHedges = 0.709; aerobic fitness: gHedges = 304 

0.537). A significantly lower physical self-concept (for correlation matrix see table S4) was 305 

detected in PCS in global self-esteem (gHedges = 0.366), flexibility (gHedges = 0.427), health 306 

(gHedges = 0.558), coordination (gHedges = 0.764), and sports competence (gHedges = 0.427). 307 

Notably, as in actual motor ability, largest effect sizes were found for coordination. In regard 308 

to health-related QoL, PCS did not differ significantly from TD children (gHedges = 0.211).  309 

When looking at the likelihood for a below average motor ability (see table S5), a 310 

larger number of PCS showed a below average motor ability (60.23%), compared to TD 311 

children (23.21%; RR = 1.87; 95% CI [1.39; 2.52]). In QoL ratings, a larger number of PCS 312 

had a below average QoL (15.38%), compared with TD children (5.36%; RR = 1.44; 95% CI 313 

[1.07, 1.95]). 314 

 315 

Comparison of PCS of non-CNS and CNS cancer 316 
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On a descriptive level, survivors after non-CNS cancer reached highest average scores in all 317 

variables except physical fitness and health (see table 3). With regard to inferential statistics, 318 

significant differences were found only in the motor ability domain (total score, coordination 319 

score).  320 

When looking at the likelihood for a below average motor ability, 57.05% of survivors 321 

of non-CNS cancer fell below the average (total score), compared to 68.24% of survivors of 322 

CNS cancer, however the RR is not significantly higher (RR = 1.58; 95% CI [0.62, 4.05]). In 323 

QoL ratings, 11.48% survivors after non-CNS cancer had a T-score ≤ 40 compared to 29.41% 324 

survivors of CNS cancer, however the RR is not significantly higher (RR = 2.29, 95% CI 325 

[0.99, 5.32]). 326 

 327 

Potential Confounders 328 

When adding potential confounders (age, sex, socioeconomic status) to the regression models, 329 

the overall pattern of results did not change (see table S2 & S3 for full regression models). 330 

Only in two instances, where the p-value was near .05 before adding covariates, a statistically 331 

significant result turned non-significant after adding the covariates. This was the case for the 332 

comparison between TD children and PCS for the physical self-concept facet of health and for 333 

the comparison between children after non-CNS and CNS cancer for the motor ability total 334 

score. It therefore seems that most results are stable even when controlling for additional 335 

covariates. 336 

 337 

Mediation analyses 338 

To test the hypothesized relationship between actual motor ability (total score) and QoL, 339 

mediated by the global physical self-concept, mediation analyses were performed (for 340 

correlation matrix including motor ability, the global physical self-concept and QoL see table 341 

S6). Group-separated mediation analyses revealed a significant mediation effect in PCS (see 342 
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figure 1) and more explained variance of QoL (25.7%) compared to TD children (12.6%). In 343 

detail, in the PCS group (model 1A), results show a significant direct effect from motor 344 

ability to QoL and a significant indirect effect. In the TD group (see figure 1, model 1B) 345 

results show a non-significant direct effect from motor ability to QoL and a non-significant 346 

indirect effect. In both groups however, a significant relationship between the physical self-347 

concept and QoL (path b) was found. When adding potential confounders (age, sex, 348 

socioeconomic status) to the mediation models, the pattern of results did not change (see 349 

figure S1). 350 

Multi-group analyses (see table S7) showed that when one path was constrained to 351 

equality (model 2.1-2.3), the model fit (AIC, BIC) improved only in the two models with 352 

paths a or c´ constrained (models 2.1, 2.2). Furthermore, model 3.1 (paths a and c´ 353 

constrained) overall showed the best model fit (CFI, RSMEA, SRMR). This is also reflected 354 

by the chi-squared difference tests, finding no significant differences in model fit of model 3.1 355 

compared to 2.1 and 2.2. In addition, model 3.1 showed a significantly better model fit (CFI, 356 

RSMEA, SRMR, chi-squared difference test) compared to model 4 (all three paths 357 

constrained), indicating that both groups differ only with regard to path c´. 358 

 359 

Discussion 360 

We investigated late effects of childhood cancer and its treatment in motor ability, physical 361 

self-concept, and QoL. First, we present evidence for impairments in motor ability in PCS, 362 

which were also reflected by a lower physical self-concept compared to TD children. Second, 363 

we show that motor ability and physical self-concept were linked to QoL in PCS.  364 

The conducted mediation analyses showed that motor ability and physical self-concept 365 

are related to QoL in PCS. This finding is in line with the conceptual model developed by 366 

Stodden et al. and the associated empirical evidence in TD children 12,13. However, it goes 367 

beyond these previous findings by including the construct of motor ability (encompassing 368 
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muscular and motor fitness), physical self-concept and health-related QoL in physical and 369 

non-physical health domains. This extension highlights that also non-physical (e.g. 370 

psychosocial) health domains may be related to actual and perceived motor 371 

ability/competence, particularly in clinical populations. 372 

In PCS, the detected relationships of the mediation analysis were stronger and 373 

explained more variance of QoL compared to TD children. To speculate, motor deficits may 374 

prevent children from participating in physical activities during and after inpatient treatment, 375 

which in turn may have a negative impact on survivors QoL. Therefore, a model focusing on 376 

motor competence adopting a broader focus including the relationship with non-physical 377 

outcomes, may be even more important and suitable for clinical populations such as PCS. 378 

The available empirical evidence suggests that during and after the acute phase of 379 

childhood cancer, affected individuals show poorer motor ability than healthy peers 19,20,60–62. 380 

In line with these studies, we found poorer motor ability in PCS compared to controls and 381 

survivors of CNS malignancies performed poorer than those without CNS involvement. In 382 

addition, largest effect sizes were found for coordination. These results are particularly 383 

striking considering that in TD children, motor coordination was found to be associated with 384 

physical (body weight, cardiorespiratory fitness), social (social cognition, social skills) and 385 

cognitive (cognitive performance, academic achievement) development 14,15,17,63,64. Therefore, 386 

motor ability should be monitored closely in aftercare with a particular focus on PCS with 387 

CNS involvement.  388 

Besides the actual motor ability, the related physical self-concept of PCS was lower 389 

compared to TD children. Although no study has investigated the physical self-concept in 390 

survivors, there is a previous study in acute pediatric cancer patients 36. The authors found 391 

significant differences only in the facets of health and flexibility. In contrast, in the current 392 

study a lower physical self-concept was detected in multiple facets including global self-393 

esteem, flexibility, health, coordination, and sports competence. Again, the differences 394 
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between PCS and TD children were most pronounced with regard to the facet of coordination. 395 

It seems that even after the end of the acute phase, where actual and perceived motor deficits 396 

are already present 21,36, the physical self-concept worsens over time. A limited socialization 397 

to sports and physical activity during the illness, reduced participation rates in organized 398 

sports and physical education within 12 months after inpatient treatment (compared to TD 399 

children) 65, may have negatively affected the physical self-concept in PCS. This underlines 400 

the necessity to intervene early in order to preserve and promote an integer self-concept. 401 

Therefore, and in particular for those children with a low physical self-concept, physical 402 

activity interventions including a guided reflection on performance and improvements may be 403 

useful 66. 404 

The mean scores of QoL ratings were within the average range and no significant 405 

differences were found compared to TD children. This finding seems contradictory to recent 406 

systematic reviews finding lower QoL in PCS compared to TD children 4,5. However, 29% of 407 

PCS with CNS involvement (compared to: 5% TD children; 11% non-CNS) reached a 408 

potentially clinically relevant score (≤ 40). Therefore, findings of the current study are in line 409 

with a previous study in Swiss PCS of comparable age 67, finding that PCS´ QoL was 410 

comparable to norms and QoL was lower in PCS after CNS tumors compared to non-CNS 411 

patients. These results may indicate that although a substantial proportion shows reduced 412 

QoL, in international comparison Swiss PCS may have a better prognosis. 413 

The current study is not without limitations. First, a heterogeneous sample was 414 

included in the current study. Children differed with regard to age at diagnosis, time since 415 

diagnosis, cancer type, and treatment. Even though the sample size was large enough to 416 

calculate comparisons between survivors of CNS and non-CNS cancer, other variables such 417 

as time since diagnosis could not be considered in the analyses. Further studies are needed to 418 

investigate differential effects of cancer related risk factors associated with motor ability 419 

deficits. Second, only cross-sectional data was investigated in the current study. Although the 420 
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mediation analysis was based on theoretical assumptions, due to the cross-sectional design of 421 

the study, one has to be aware that the results should not be interpreted causally, and these 422 

relationships have to be tested in the future. Therefore, longitudinal studies (e.g., cross-lagged 423 

panel designs) investigating the relationships among motor ability, self-concept and QoL are 424 

needed. Third, although participating and non-participating PCS were comparable in terms of 425 

their demographic and clinical data, other inter-individual differences may have influenced 426 

the decision to participate or not to participate in this time-consuming study. 427 

Similarly, the children in the control group, which were recruited via public notice boards, 428 

might not be representative for all Swiss children. Since the current sample was not drawn 429 

randomly from a larger population but is a convenience sample (i.e., the children who agreed 430 

to participate), results have to be interpreted cautiously with regard to the representativeness 431 

of the participants.  432 

From the results of the current study some important conclusions for future studies and 433 

clinical practice can be derived. First, monitoring and supporting the development of motor 434 

ability is important in the aftercare of PCS, in particular in patients with brain tumors. 435 

Second, effect sizes indicate that not all motor ability domains seem to be equally affected, 436 

which underlines the need for a thorough and standardized assessment of multiple domains. 437 

Third, the interrelations between motor ability, physical self-concept and QoL indicate that 438 

physical activity is relevant to successful long-term development. Therefore, early physical 439 

activity interventions targeting multiple motor ability domains may have a positive impact on 440 

QoL.   441 
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Figure Captions 641 

Fig. 1 Mediation analyses between motor ability (German Motor Test), the physical self-642 

concept (PSDQ-S global physical) and quality of life (KIDSCREEN-10) for pediatric cancer 643 

survivors (1A) and typically developing children (1B). 644 

Note. R
2 represents the proportion of the explained variance by the model; a, b, c' refer to the 645 

respective paths of the mediation model; for each path standardized parameter estimates, 646 

significances and standardized confidence intervals (in square brackets) are indicated; path c' 647 

represents the direct effect. 648 



TABLE 1. Characteristics of study participants 

 Controls 

(n = 56) 

PCS 

(n = 78) 

 

 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) p 

Socio-demographic background variables    

Age [years] 11.49 (2.75) 11.23 (2.49) .565 

Sex [female/male]  27/29 32/46 .408 

Height [cm] 147.92 (17.89) 145.11 (14.62) .338 

Weight [kg] 41.92 (17.69) 40.74 (14.17) .686 

Socioeconomic status [0–9] 6.84 (1.49) 6.6 (1.43) .446 

Physical activity behavior [minutes/month] 702.95 (822.13) 650.54 (643.71) .713 

Nonverbal IQ
a 

107.36 (12.22) 105.99 (11.69) .291 

Health-related background variables    

Age at diagnosis [years] – 5.38 (3.13)  

Treatment duration [years] – 1.34 (0.92)  

Years since cancer treatment [years] – 4.51 (2.04)  

 n  n (%)  

Leukemia and lymphomas 0 41 (52.6)  

CNS tumors and neuroblastomas  0 17 (21.8)  

Other cancer diagnoses 0 20 (25.6)  

Surgery only  0 8 (10.3)  

Chemotherapy only  0 31 (39.7)  

Surgery and radiotherapy  0 5 (6.4)  

Surgery and chemotherapy  0 19 (24.4)  

Chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery  0 15 (19.2)  

Note. PCS = pediatric cancer survivors. 

a 
Age-normed score; Mean = 100; standard deviation = 15; higher scores denote better values 

on the IQ scale. 

 



TABLE 2. Characteristics of non-CNS and CNS.  

 Non-CNS 

(n = 61) 

CNS 

(n = 17) 

 

 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) p 

Socio-demographic background variables    

Age [years] 10.90 (2.32) 12.42 (2.80) .025 

Sex [female/male]  25/36 7/10 .989 

Height [cm] 144.61 (13.82) 146.61 (16.78) .583 

Weight [kg] 39.46 (13.44) 45.38 (15.43) .125 

Socioeconomic status [0–9] 6.58 (1.60) 6.68 (1.77) .843 

Physical activity behavior [minutes/month] 638.21 (644.14) 694.76 (606.75) .762 

Nonverbal IQ
a 

106.82 (11.90) 103.00 (10.12) .232 

Health-related background variables    

Age at diagnosis [years] 4.94 (3.04) 6.95 (3.05) .019 

Treatment duration [years] 1.45 (0.84) 0.93 (1.09)  .036 

Years since cancer treatment [years] 4.50 (2.05) 4.55 (2.08)  .939 

 n (%) n (%)  

Leukemia and lymphomas 41 (67.2) 0  

CNS tumors and neuroblastomas  0 17 (100)  

Other cancer diagnoses 20 (32.8) 0  

Surgery only  0 8 (47.1)  

Chemotherapy only  31 (50.8) 0  

Surgery and radiotherapy  1 (1.6) 4 (23.5)  

Surgery and chemotherapy  17 (27.9) 2 (11.8)  

Chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery  12 (19.7) 3 (17.6)  

Note. Non-CNS = pediatric cancer survivors without CNS involvement; CNS = pediatric cancer survivors 

with CNS involvement. Significant group differences (p < .05) are indicated in bold.  

a 
Age-normed score; Mean = 100; standard deviation = 15; higher scores denote better values on the IQ 

scale. 

 



TABLE 3. Regression analyses and planned Helmert contrast coding comparing motor ability, physical self-concept and quality of life in PCS with controls 

and non-CNS with CNS survivors. 

 Controls 

(n = 56) 
Non-CNS  

(n = 61) 
CNS 

(n = 17) 
Overall regression 

model 

Controls vs. PCS Non-CNS vs. CNS 

 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) p
 

f
2
 p gHedges p gHedges 

Motor abilitya          

Total score  101.73 (7.07) 96.25 (7.43) 91.74 (8.26) < .001 0.228 < .001 -0.863 .029 -0.591 

Coordination  104.27 (9.21) 97.26 (10.06) 88.72 (12.21) < .001 0.269 < .001 -0.858 .002 -0.810 

Strength  99.70 (7.83) 93.47 (9.32) 91.74 (9.34) < .001 0.148 < .001 -0.709 .103 -0.186 

Physical fitness [watts] 129.23 (53.44) 101.08 (40.11) 114.75 (46.00) .006 0.081 .018 -0.537 .289 0.330 

Physical self-concept          

Global esteem  5.17 (0.66) 4.98 (0.63) 4.70 (0.87) .062 0.055 .023 -0.366 .205 -0.407 

Global physical  5.17 (0.96) 5.06 (0.92) 4.68 (1.30) .246 0.029 .168 -0.191 .252 -0.376 

Endurance  4.67 (0.97) 4.25 (1.20) 4.20 (1.44) .135 0.038 .080 -0.377 .892 -0.040 

Strength 
 

4.89 (0.86) 4.65 (0.97) 4.49 (1.26) .226 0.024 .099 -0.279 .578 -0.154 

Coordination  5.18 (0.61) 4.67 (0.79) 4.39 (0.94) < .001 0.164 < .001 -0.764 .175 -0.340 

Flexibility  5.01 (0.98) 4.61 (1.04) 4.34 (1.45) .037 0.053 .011 -0.427 .389 -0.237 

Health  4.98 (1.01) 4.27 (1.17) 4.72 (0.99) .003 0.101 .045 -0.558 .221 0.397 

Body fat  5.12 (1.21) 4.86 (1.44) 4.71 (1.58) .436 0.014 .231 -0.213 .703 -0.102 

Sports competence  5.14 (0.82) 4.86 (0.98) 4.55 (1.20) .048 0.048 .017 -0.369 .321 -0.301 

Activity  5.03 (0.98) 4.76 (1.04) 4.54 (1.42) .191 0.030 .102 -0.299 .538 -0.186 

Appearance  4.40 (0.96) 4.19 (0.99) 3.62 (1.53) .035 0.056 .016 -0.318 .083 -0.506 

Health-related quality of lifeb     

Total score 53.10 (10.00) 51.80 (9.85) 47.61 (13.6) .205 0.029 .124 -0.211 .186 -0.390 

Note. PCS = pediatric cancer survivors; Non-CNS = PCS without CNS involvement; CNS = PCS with CNS involvement. Significant p-values (p < .05) are 

indicated in bold. 
a 
Age-normed score; mean = 100; standard deviation = 10; higher scores denote better values in motor abilities. 

b 
Age-normed score; mean = 50; standard deviation = 10; higher scores denote better values on the quality of life scale. 

 

 



 

Motor ability  

Global physical 
self-concept 

Quality of life 

a = .543, p < .001* [.391, .694]  b = .297, p = .009* [.077, .516] 

c´ = .280, p = .011* [.053, .507]  

Motor ability  

Global physical 
self-concept 

Quality of life 

a = .240, p = .099 [-.038, .518] b = .359, p = .004* [.071, .648] 

c´ = -.155, p = .099 [-.529, .220]  

Pediatric cancer survivors  

Typically developing children 

R2:
 
Quality of life = .257 

      Global physical self-concept = .294 
   

R2: Quality of life = .126 

      Global physical self-concept = .058 

1A 

1B 

Total effect: c´ + ab = .441, p < .001* [.244, .638] 
Indirect effect: ab = .161, p = .020* [.025, .297]   

Total effect: c´ + ab = -.069, p = .732 [-.461, .324] 
Indirect effect: ab = .086, p = .139 [-.028, .200]   



Table S1. Demographic and clinical data of participating pediatric cancer survivors in comparison to those who declined to participate in the current study. 
 PCS 

(n = 78) 
Non-participating PCS 

(n = 161) 
Test statistic p  

  t/χ²  
 Mean (SD) Mean (SD)   

Age [years] 11.37 (2.61) 12.10 (2.87) -1.90 .058 

Sex [female/male] 32/46 73/88 0.40 .528 

Age at diagnosis [years] 5.38 (3.13) 5.85 (3.31) 1.05 .294 

Treatment duration [years] 1.34 (0.92) 1.29 (1.19) † -0.30 .768 

Years since cancer treatment [years] 4.51 (2.04) 5.03 (2.4) † 1.62 .107 

Note. PCS = pediatric cancer survivors; † based on n = 151; as for 10 children the exact end of treatment is unknown. Since there is no date of participation for 

non-participation PCS, age was calculated using the January 1st, 2018 as reference date for participating and non-participating PCS. 

 

  



Table S2. Model summaries for multiple regression models investigating differences in motor ability, physical self-concept and health-related quality of life 
between TD children and PCS and between non-CNS and CNS survivors. 
 
  Model 1  Model 2 

 Variable R
2 Corr. R2 SE F p ∆F   R

2 Corr. R2 SE ∆R
2 ∆F p ∆F 

Motor ability Total score 0.19 0.17 7.39 14.97 < .001  0.23 0.20 7.27 0.04 2.44 .069 

 Coordination 0.21 0.20 10.01 17.67 < .001  0.22 0.19 10.11 0.00 0.18 .910 

 Strength 0.13 0.12 8.73 9.69 < .001  0.25 0.22 8.21 0.12 6.68 < .001 
 Physical fitness 0.07 0.06 46.84 5.28 .006  0.48 0.45 35.70 0.40 32.53 < .001  

Physical self-concept Global esteem 0.05 0.04 0.68 3.63 .062  0.19 0.16 0.63 0.14 7.27 < .001 

 Global physical  0.03 0.01 0.99 1.92 .246  0.11 0.08 0.96 0.08 4.08 .017 
 Endurance  0.04 0.02 1.15 2.53 .135  0.14 0.10 1.10 0.10 5.04 .007 
 Strength  0.02 0.01 0.97 1.58 .226  0.15 0.11 0.92 0.12 6.15 .002 

 Coordination  0.14 0.13 0.74 10.82 < .001  0.18 0.14 0.73 0.04 1.88 .213 

 Flexibility  0.05 0.04 1.07 3.45 .037  0.18 0.15 1.01 0.13 6.77 .003 
 Health  0.09 0.08 1.09 6.63 .003  0.14 0.11 1.07 0.05 2.65 .105 

 Body fat  0.01 0.00 1.37 0.91 .436  0.11 0.07 1.32 0.09 4.50 .016 
 Sports competence  0.05 0.03 0.95 3.14 .048  0.10 0.06 0.93 0.05 2.51 .135 

 Activity  0.03 0.01 1.07 1.96 .191  0.10 0.07 1.04 0.07 3.55 .035 

 Appearance  0.05 0.04 1.06 3.68 .035  0.13 0.09 1.03 0.08 3.74 .037 
Health-related quality of life Total score 0.03 0.01 10.45 1.90 .205  0.04 0.00 10.50 0.01 0.62 .611 

Note. Significant p-values (p < .05) are indicated in bold. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table S3. Model parameters for multiple regression models investigating differences in motor ability, physical self-concept and health-related quality of life 
between TD children and PCS and between non-CNS and CNS survivors. 
 
   Model 1 Model 2 

 Variable  B SE B t p B SE B t p 

Motor ability Total score Constant 96.57 0.77 125.12 < .001 99.61 4.02 24.75 < .001 

  Healthy 2.58 0.48 5.38 < .001 2.49 0.48 5.23 < .001 

  CNS 2.25 1.03 2.19 0.029 1.79 1.03 1.74 .083 

  Age     -0.63 0.26 -2.45 .014 

  FAS     0.25 0.42 0.60 .551 

  Sex     1.82 1.28 1.42 .155 

 Coordination Constant 96.75 1.06 91.42 < .001 99.33 5.59 17.76 < .001 
  Healthy 3.76 0.66 5.74 < .001 3.75 0.67 5.64 < .001 
  CNS 4.27 1.41 3.04 0.002 4.10 1.44 2.85 .004 
  Age     -0.24 0.36 -0.66 .512 
  FAS     0.05 0.59 0.09 .930 
  Sex     -0.14 1.79 -0.08 .938 
 Strength Constant 94.80 0.90 105.55 < .001 100.74 4.52 22.27 < .001 
  Healthy 2.45 0.56 4.36 < .001 2.27 0.53 4.26 < .001 
  CNS 1.98 1.22 1.63 0.103 1.10 1.18 0.94 .349 
  Age     -1.20 0.29 -4.12 < .001 
  FAS     0.47 0.47 1.00 .318 
  Sex     3.32 1.46 2.27 .023 
 Physical fitness Constant 115.02 4.77 24.10 < .001 -7.72 19.80 -0.39 .696 
  Healthy 7.11 3.00 2.37 0.018 8.08 2.31 3.49 < .001 
  CNS -6.84 6.44 -1.06 0.289 2.35 5.02 0.47 .640 
  Age     12.02 1.28 9.40 < .001 
  FAS     0.38 2.17 0.18 .861 
  Sex     -13.43 6.33 -2.12 .034 
Physical self-concept Global esteem Constant 4.95 0.08 63.73 < .001 6.00 0.37 16.18 < .001 
  Healthy 0.11 0.05 2.31 0.023 0.10 0.05 2.21 .030 
  CNS 0.14 0.11 1.28 0.205 0.07 0.11 0.60 .551 



   Model 1 Model 2 

 Variable  B SE B t p B SE B t p 

  Age     -0.09 0.02 -3.89 < .001 
  FAS     0.03 0.05 0.59 .568 
  Sex     -0.11 0.15 -0.74 .467 
 Global physical Constant 4.97 0.11 44.62 < .001 6.37 0.55 11.57 < .001 
  Healthy 0.10 0.07 1.39 0.168 0.10 0.07 1.42 .159 
  CNS 0.19 0.17 1.16 0.252 0.12 0.17 0.71 .482 
  Age     -0.10 0.04 -2.67 .009 
  FAS     0.00 0.07 -0.04 .967 
  Sex     -0.14 0.19 -0.74 .463 
 Endurance Constant 4.38 0.16 27.20 < .001 6.02 0.69 8.78 < .001 
  Healthy 0.15 0.08 1.77 0.080 0.14 0.08 1.77 .080 
  CNS 0.03 0.18 0.14 0.892 -0.08 0.18 -0.45 .653 
  Age     -0.14 0.04 -3.42 .001 
  FAS     0.02 0.07 0.27 .785 
  Sex     -0.11 0.21 -0.51 .610 
 Strength Constant 4.68 0.11 43.01 < .001 6.38 0.59 10.78 < .001 
  Healthy 0.11 0.06 1.65 0.099 0.11 0.06 1.73 .085 
  CNS 0.08 0.15 0.56 0.578 0.00 0.14 0.01 .992 
  Age     -0.11 0.04 -3.04 .003 
  FAS     0.00 0.07 0.00 .999 
  Sex     -0.33 0.19 -1.79 .077 
 Coordination Constant 4.75 0.09 55.80 < .001 5.18 0.43 11.95 < .001 
  Healthy 0.22 0.05 4.03 < .001 0.21 0.05 3.96 < .001 
  CNS 0.14 0.10 1.36 0.175 0.10 0.11 0.94 .348 
  Age     -0.06 0.03 -1.80 .078 
  FAS     0.01 0.05 0.26 .797 
  Sex     0.09 0.15 0.58 .563 
 Flexibility Constant 4.65 0.12 39.50 < .001 5.80 0.63 9.24 < .001 
  Healthy 0.18 0.07 2.55 0.011 0.16 0.07 2.43 .015 
  CNS 0.14 0.16 0.86 0.389 0.03 0.16 0.17 .866 



   Model 1 Model 2 

 Variable  B SE B t p B SE B t p 

  Age     -0.15 0.04 -3.50 .001 
  FAS     0.05 0.07 0.62 .539 
  Sex     0.21 0.23 0.92 .366 
 Health Constant 4.66 0.15 30.61 < .001 5.39 0.69 7.82 < .001 
  Healthy 0.16 0.08 2.04 0.045 0.15 0.08 1.87 .068 

  CNS -0.23 0.18 -1.24 0.221 -0.30 0.19 -1.56 .131 
  Age     -0.09 0.05 -1.94 .064 
  FAS     0.07 0.06 1.13 .260 
  Sex     -0.08 0.21 -0.39 .696 
 Body fat Constant 4.90 0.15 32.59 < .001 7.14 0.87 8.21 < .001 
  Healthy 0.11 0.09 1.20 0.231 0.11 0.09 1.24 .214 
  CNS 0.08 0.20 0.38 0.703 -0.03 0.19 -0.18 .861 
  Age     -0.13 0.05 -2.44 .018 
  FAS     -0.05 0.11 -0.50 .624 
  Sex     -0.26 0.27 -0.97 .337 
 Sports competence Constant 4.85 0.11 46.06 < .001 5.64 0.60 9.47 < .001 
  Healthy 0.15 0.06 2.38 0.017 0.14 0.06 2.25 .025 
  CNS 0.16 0.16 1.01 0.321 0.09 0.16 0.59 .557 
  Age     -0.08 0.04 -2.04 .049 
  FAS     0.03 0.07 0.41 .682 
  Sex     -0.01 0.19 -0.04 .972 
 Activity Constant 4.78 0.13 37.40 < .001 6.53 0.63 10.30 < .001 
  Healthy 0.13 0.08 1.66 0.102 0.14 0.08 1.77 .082 
  CNS 0.11 0.17 0.62 0.538 0.05 0.17 0.29 .775 
  Age     -0.07 0.04 -1.83 .070 
  FAS     -0.10 0.07 -1.54 .128 
  Sex     -0.17 0.21 -0.81 .421 
 Appearance Constant 4.07 0.12 34.55 < .001 5.41 0.67 8.13 < .001 
  Healthy 0.17 0.07 2.42 0.016 0.16 0.07 2.39 .017 
  CNS 0.28 0.16 1.75 0.083 0.21 0.16 1.28 .205 



   Model 1 Model 2 

 Variable  B SE B t p B SE B t p 

  Age     -0.10 0.04 -2.36 .022 
  FAS     0.01 0.07 0.18 .856 
  Sex     -0.17 0.26 -0.66 .518 
Health-related quality of life Total score Constant 50.84 1.56 32.65 < .001 54.71 7.82 7.00 < .001 
  Healthy 1.13 0.73 1.55 0.124 1.16 0.74 1.58 .116 
  CNS 2.09 1.58 1.33 0.186 2.01 1.62 1.24 .216 
  Age     -0.11 0.51 -0.21 .838 
  FAS     -0.32 0.73 -0.43 .669 
  Sex     -0.38 2.35 -0.16 .873 
Note. Healthy: TD children vs. PCS; CNS: non-CNS vs. CNS;  Age = age in years; FAS = Family Affluence Scale; Sex: Male = 1, Female = 2. Changes in 
statistical significance between model 1 and model 2 are indicated in bold. 
  



Table S4. Pearson correlations for the scales of the short form of the physical self-description questionnaire in PCS and TD children. 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Global esteem  – .502** .407 .549** .519** .289* .183 .182 .430** .328* .563** 
2. Global physical   

.711** – .501 .608** .576* .300* .216 .177 .622** .456* .33 
3. Endurance   

.342* .312 – .665** .399** .177 .085 .151 .628** .445** .309 
4. Strength  

.574** .473 .447** – .520** .239 .228* -.008 .738** .640** .368** 
5. Coordination  

.506* .37 .265 .454* – .476** .245 .083 .530* .336** .245 
6. Flexibility  

.446* .377* .382* .414* .411* – .208 .111 .224 .212 .217 
7. Health   

.340* .284 .093 .109 -.008 .17 – -.153 .042 .068 .019 
8. Body fat  

.333 .482** .146 .118 .204 .198 .131 – -.016 .032 .229 
9. Sports competence  

.463** .537* .485** .537 .307 .378 .024 .289 – .588** .227 

10. Activity  
.233 .238 .470** .463** .460* .092 -.162 .14 .336* – .202 

11. Appearance  
.581** .524* .288 .463** .405* .399** .232 .216 .495** .135 – 

Note. Correlations for typically developing children are to the left and below the diagonal. Correlations for pediatric cancer survivors are to the right and above 
the diagonal. 
Significant correlations in the respective cohort are indicated by asterisks (* p < .05, ** p < .01). 
Significant differences in correlation coefficients between the two cohorts are printed in bold (one-sided test, p < .05). 
  



Table S5. Number of children with below average motor ability performance and potentially clinically relevant quality of life. 
 
 Controls 

(n = 56) 
Non-CNS  

(n = 61) 
CNS 

(n = 17) 
 n n n  
Motor ability    ≤ 97.5  13 35 12 > 97.5 43 26 5 
Health-related quality of life  < 40  3 7 5 ≥ 40 53 54 12 
Note. A higher score denotes a better value in motor ability. A motor ability score ≤ 97.5 is considered below average. A higher score denotes a better value in 
health-related quality of life. A motor ability score < 40 is considered potentially clinically relevant. 
 
  



 
Table S6. Pearson correlations for motor ability performance, the global physical self-concept and quality of life in PCS and TD children. 
 1 2 3 

1. Motor ability performance  – .475** .355** 

2. Global physical self-concept .428** – .365** 

3. Quality of life   -.032 .005 – 

Note. Correlations for typically developing children are to the left and below the diagonal. Correlations for pediatric cancer survivors are to the right and above 
the diagonal. 
Significant correlations in the respective cohort are indicated by asterisks (* p < .05, ** p < .01). 
Significant differences in correlation coefficients between the two cohorts are printed in bold (single sided test, p < .05). 
  



Table S7. Multi-group analyses: Fit indices and test statistics (Satorra-Bentler scaled chi-squared difference test) for the different mediation models. 
 

No. Model 2
 p Robust SRMR AIC BIC Model  

comparisons  
 2

  df p 

2
 CFI RMSEA 

1 Base Model (no paths constrained) – – – – – – 1052.428 1092.787 – – – – 
2.1 Path a constrained  2.857 .091 3.674 .956 .178 .070 1053.285 1090.761 – – – – 
2.2 Path b constrained 0.316 .574 0.525 1.000 .000 .017 1050.744 1088.220 – – – – 
2.3 Path c´ constrained 4.180 .041 6.390 .925 .231 .058 1054.608 1092.084 – – – – 
3.1 Paths a and b constrained 2.948 .229 3.779 .965 .103 .070 1051.375 1085.969 3.1 vs. 2.1 

3.1 vs. 2.2 
0.116 
2.750 

1 
1 

.734 

.097 
3.2 Paths a and c´ constrained 7.198 .005 10.629 .875 .210 .098 1055.625 1090.219 3.2 vs. 2.1 

3.2 vs. 2.3 
7.528 
4.310 

1 
1 

.006 

.038 
3.3 Paths b and c´ constrained 4.185 .123 5.675 .942 .167 .059 1052.612 1087.206 3.3 vs. 2.2 

3.3 vs. 2.3 
4.438 
0.005 

1 
1 

.035 

.941 
4 Paths a, b, and c´ constrained 7.479 .058 8.836 .895 .158 .109 1053.906 1085.617 4 vs. 3.1 

4 vs. 3.2 
4 vs. 3.3 

4.628 
0.237 
3.094 

1 
1 
1 

.031 

.626 

.079 
Note. Path a denotes the direct of effect of motor ability performance on global physical self-concept, b the direct effect of global physical self-concept on 
quality of life, c’ the direct effect of motor ability performance on quality of life under statistical control of the indirect effect ab. CFI = comparative fit index; 
RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = standardized root mean square residual; AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = Bayesian 
information criterion. 
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